LINKING UP

Follow our Facebook Page for interesting news on the project and on Innovation in the field of Youth.

https://www.facebook.com /WeGrowEU/

OFFICIAL WEBSITE

https://wegrowproject.eu/

Join the discussion on Twitter #WeGrowEU

PROJECT IDENTITY

The project is co-funded by the EU Programme Erasmus+

Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices.

Action: Strategic Partnerships.

Field: Strategic Partnerships for Youth.

Main objective: Development of Innovation.

3rd Transnational Project Meeting in Bratislava, Slovakia

The WeGROW project partners were happy to meet in person for the third Transnational Project Meeting that took place in Bratislava, Slovakia.

The consortium discussed the progress of IO2: The WeGROW EQ Curriculum – A detailed programme and training materials for Youth Workers. The Curriculum includes 5 innovative training modules, plus an Emotional intelligence certification for Youth Workers.

The partners have also coordinated on the execution of IO3: The WeGROW EQ portable and mobile e-learning platform. With this platform, the partners will support learning for youth workers, youth trainers, youth leaders, and mentors of ESC volunteers by helping them to become more effective and develop new skills, which will be applied to daily youth work across the European non-formal learning sector.

Bratislava, Slovakia
IO2: The WeGROW EQ Curriculum – A detailed programme and training materials for Youth Workers

The WeGROW EQ Curriculum incorporates two parts:

1) A practitioner guide, which sets out the WeGROW approach for youth workers, so that they are able to apply the core approach model and adapt it to their context and learning needs.

It consists of practical tools, needs diagnostics, methods, techniques and resources. It sets out detailed guidelines, observation frameworks and assessment guidance for the implementation of the curriculum and the evaluation of learning outcomes.

The topics are the following:

- WeGROW’s approach for youth workers
- Guidelines for youth workers
- Learning process observation frameworks
- Assessment guidance
- Evaluation of learning outcomes

2) A detailed modular learning programme:

- Module 1: Understanding and developing Emotional Intelligence (Vision, Prioritizing, Reflection)
- Module 2: Managing differences - What youth workers and educators need to know about dealing with generation Z
- Module 3: Relationship between the emotional intelligence of youth workers and achievement of young people
- Module 4: EQ & the digital era
- Module 5: Know Yourself, Choose Yourself, Give Yourself methodology: EQ in action!